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ImTOO DVD Subtitle Ripper is a DVD subtitle ripper/converter, DVD subtitle creator and
DVD subtitle extractor tool to rip DVD subtitle and extract subtitle from DVD movie. Subtitle
output formats include IDX+SUB, PDF and image formats. With the subtitle ripper, you can
extract movie dialogues which will benefit your foreign language learning.

ImTOO DVD Subtitle Ripper is a comprehensive DVD subtitle ripping tool which can
extract DVD subtitles and output subtitle files as IDX+SUB, PDF, JPG and other
image formats. You can choose to output one language subtitle file or multilingual
comparison subtitle file in PDF or image formats.
ImTOO DVD Subtitle Ripper features largely in separating DVD subtitles into several
parts by the specified duration before ripping.
As a perfect DVD subtitle extractor, ImTOO DVD Subtitle Ripper is designed to
provide you with an easy-to-use and high-efficiency way to extract subtitles from
DVDs.

Main Functions

Rip subtitles from kinds of sources

Extract subtitles from DVD-Video disc, titles/ chapters or some of them, the VOB/SUB files;
rip all language subtitles

Subtitle output formats

Rip DVD subtitles from DVD movies to Adobe PDF, image files (BMP, JPG, PNG), and
IDX+SUB files.

Subtitle split

Auto split subtitle file according to the offered or the user-defined time when ripping subtitle to
IDX+SUB.

Unique font settings

Allow you to adjust font size for every subtitle and preview in real time when ripping subtitle to
PDF or image files.

Key Features

Rip subtitle from DVD movie, VOB, SUB+IDX and output as PDF, SUB+IDX, JPG,
BMP, PNG files.
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Able to output multilingual comparison subtitle form for those DVD-Video discs with
multilingual subtitles.

Typeset the subtitle file as A4 page and output PDF or image files to get better
browsing and easy printing.

The DVD subtitle ripper can automatically retrieve DVD disc info online including
volume label, title and chapter.

With the built-in player, you can preview the DVD movie to see if it is the one you want
to rip subtitle from.

ImTOO DVD Subtitle Ripple provides basic settings to adjust: select frame rate,
change file name and destination.

system  requirements

OS :                         Microsoft® Windows XP (SP2 or later), Windows Vista, Windows 7
Ready
Processor :            1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above
RAM :                       256MB RAM (512MB or above recommended)
Free Hard Disk :    30MB space for installation
Graphic Card :       Super VGA (800×600) resolution, 16-bit graphics card or higher
Others :                   DVD-ROM drive
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